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Motivations

Why?

▶ Improve Reusability (FAIR)

▶ Mitigate the loss of linguistic data as much as possible

▶ Documenting and amending a corpus is a tedious task



Context

DoReCo QUEST

RefCo



Initiatives to improve data reusability

Figure: Source: https://github.com/onset/laMETA/releases



The RefCo toolkit

Figure: The overview tab of the RefCo corpus documentation

Contains a reference manual, a checklist for the reviewer, a report form and a
documentation template spreadsheet (as well as compatible JSON/XML schemas).



Our proposition for the semi-automatic evaluation

A theory agnostic approach:

The documentation should contain a description of the terms and symbols used to
annotate the corpus.

Two main principles:

Consistency: One documentation for the corpus, only files relevant to the corpus.

Coherency: The documentation exactly matches the content, the complete
content is described by the documentation.



Annotation Conventions

Example: na=tog : ‘I want’

▶ Stuttgart-Tübingen tag set (STTS)
VMFIN

▶ Universal Dependencies (UD)
VERB VerbForm=Fin,Mood=Ind,Voice=Act,Number=Sing,

Person=1, [...]

▶ Leipzig Glossing rules (LGR)
1SG=want



Interlinear Glossing / Leipzig Glossing Rules

(1) Avyn, from the Corpus of Nisvai narratives1

E
INTER

nabuqao
fence

ili
DET

ga=prag
3SG=do

pal
ASP.C

hni
OBJ

mog
ASP.F

bul
COO.OP

na=tog
1SG=want

dara=mai
1INCL=come

van
ASP.R

druan
COO.NM

ahnao
OBJ.1SG

syh
COO.CSQ

dara=roc
1INCL=follow

nyn...
DEI.R

‘Eh, that’s it, I’m done with the fence and I’d like that we go together to follow
the...’

Table: Documentation

OBJ direct object
1SG first person singular
ASP.C durative
ASP.F completive
ART.C article common name

1Following https://hdl.handle.net/11403/sldr000783/v2

https://hdl.handle.net/11403/sldr000783/v2
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Automatic Checks2

Consistency

Files present vs. files documented

Coherency

▶ Coherent documentation of tiers, i.e. all tiers are documented and only
documented tiers exist

▶ Coherent documentation of transcription convention

▶ Coherent documentation of annotation conventions

2Part of the Hamburger Zentrum für Sprachkorpora (HZSK) Corpus Services



Reporting the issues

Figure: a report pointing out the errors and problems in the corpus



The certification dialog

Corpus Submitter RefCo Reviewer

0. Self evaluation 2. Automatic Evaluation

If no error

RefCo Certification

Corpus Services:

RefCo checker

1. Submit the corpus

3. Report the automatic evaluation + manual review

Figure: Caption



Discussion: Spreadsheet as a versatile interface

▶ as a familiar user interface for field linguists,

▶ as an interface to discuss the quality criteria.



Contacts

For further questions & comments, please feel free to contact us:

▶ Herbert Lange : herbert.lange@uni-hamburg.de

▶ Jocelyn Aznar : aznar@leibniz-zas.de

RefCo toolkit RefCo checker

herbert.lange@uni-hamburg.de
aznar@leibniz-zas.de
https://zenodo.org/record/6470807
https://gitlab.rrz.uni-hamburg.de/bba1792/corpus-services/-/blob/develop/doc/README.RefCo.md
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